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Lesson Plan

Book Information

Nom Nom Shapes

Run Time 7:43

Author & 
Illustrator

Forrest Everett

Narrator Karen Strassman

Publisher Familius

Ages 2–7

Genre Fiction

Themes & Ideas Shapes

Language & 
Literary Features

puns

Sentence 
Complexity

Simple sentences

Vocabulary breakfast, thought, honeycomb, smooth, 
juice, pastries, squishy, uniformly, eclair, 
quiche

Special 
Vocabulary

circle, triangle, oval, square, rectangle, 
pentagon, hexagon, octagon, angles

Illustrations animated breakfast food friends describe 
shapes using foods often eaten for 
breakfast

Story Summary
Children will enjoy learning their shapes with the help 
and encouragement of adorable food characters—
round cookies, square waffles, and triangle pie slices 
to name a few—found throughout Nom Nom Shapes.

Lesson Focus
Shapes

Activity Ideas
Draw Shapes 
Have child draw all the shapes from  
Nom Nom Shapes.

Shape Dice
Make your own dice that have 6 different shapes  
on it. 

Create a Chart 
Create a chart with the characteristics of each shape.

Shape Sort
Create shapes and have child sort them. 

Additional activities can be found in the following 
pages of this document.
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Book Chat
NAME

Nom Nom Shapes

What is Nom Nom Shapes about?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some new foods you learned about in Nom Nom Shapes?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What does “tri” mean? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some foods that can be different shapes?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What is your favorite breakfast food?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Children will enjoy learning their shapes with the help and 
encouragement of adorable food characters—round cookies,  
square waffles, and triangle pie slices to name a few—found  
throughout Nom Nom Shapes.

Discuss the story and write your 
answers together.
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Vooks Pause & Ponder
Pause at the indicated time 

stamps and discuss the story
Nom Nom Shapes

1:25

1:46

3:00

7:13

4:00

4:21

Can you think of another food that is a circle?

What are the two circle puns here?

What does egg-citing mean?

Foods have lots of shapes. How many can you spot?

Have you ever eaten quiche? Did you like it?

Squares have four equal sides, what does that mean?

After viewing the Book:

1. Look around the room. Can you find an object 
that is a circle? An oval? A triangle? A rectangle? 
A pentagon? A hexagon? An octagon?

2. Draw a circle, an oval, a triangle, a rectangle,  
a pentagon, a hexagon and an octagon.        
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Shape Flashcards

TRIANGLE
3 straight sides that 3 
pointy angles make

SQUARE
4 sides, all  
equal in size

OVAL
Looks like squishy 
circles, pulled up and 
stretched down

RECTANGLE
4 sides, but 2 longer 
than the rest

CIRCLE
Have no points, are 
smooth and round 
each way

PENTAGON
5 straight sides

HEXAGON
6 straight sides

OCTAGON
8 straight sides

Instructions: 1. Trace each shape

2. Cut out each flashcard

3. Draw the shape on the 
opposite side
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NAMEShape Coloring Sheet

Can you find the food characters that match the shapes?  
Color the foods based on the shape and color chart.

SHAPE COLOR

TRIANGLE
ORANGE

SQUARE
RED

PENTAGON
PINK

RECTANGLE
BLUE

CIRCLE
GREEN

HEXAGON
PURPLE

OCTAGON
YELLOW

OVAL
BROWN
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NAMEShape Drawing and Writing
Draw your favorite shape and as many foods or objects that  
match that shape. Then, finish the sentences below.

My favorite shape is __________________________________________________________________ . 

I like the shape because ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ .


